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Abstract
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The highly tunable band structure of the zero-energy Landau level (zLL) of bilayer

graphene makes it an ideal platform for engineering novel quantum states. However,

the zero-energy Landau level at high electric fields has remained largely unexplored.

Here we present magneto-transport measurements of bilayer graphene in high trans-

verse electric fields. We observe previously undetected Landau level crossings at filling

factors ν = −2, 1 and 3 at high electric fields. These crossings provide constraints for

theoretical models of the zero-energy Landau level, and show that the orbital, valley

and spin character of the quantum Hall states at high electric fields is very different

from that in low electric fields. In particular a quantum Hall state with simultaneous

orbital and valley polarization at ν = −2 is found at high electric fields, and we show

that transitions to states with the same filling factor yet different polarization can be

controlled by the gate bias.

The zero-energy Landau level (zLL) of Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene (BLG) is uncon-

ventional, with eightfold degeneracy due to its orbital N , valley ξ, and spin σ symmetries.1,2

In the presence of magnetic and electric őelds the eightfold degeneracy can be completely

lifted by electronic interactions and/or single-particle perturbations, giving rise to eight dif-

ferent energy levels |N, ξ, σ⟩ labelled by their orbital, valley, and spin quantum numbers,

and rich families of broken-symmetry quantum Hall (QH) states.3–13 Applying a transverse

electric őeld (E) causes multiple transitions between Landau levels in the zLL octet, which

are phase transitions between states with different orbital, valley and spin characters.8,14–17

The rich family of QH states and electrical tunability of the phase transitions make the zero-

energy Landau level of bilayer graphene an attractive platform for exploring exotic phases

of matter.18–30

However, modelling the eigenenergies within the zLL to determine the nature and ener-

getic ordering of the broken-symmetry QH states is a non-trivial task. This is because the

problem involves not only single-particle effects but also electron-electron interactions.1,4,5,17–19,31

The conditions under which two Landau levels cross are crucial for understanding the relative

energies of these levels and can be used to probe the nature of the states.32–37 However the
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Figure 1: Device structure and characterization. (a) Optical image of the BLG device with a
Hall bar structure. Scale bar: 5 µm. (b) Schematic of a cross section of the BLG device. The
orange arrow gives the positive direction of electric őelds E. (c) Longitudinal conductivity
σxx (black) and Hall conductivity σxy (red) as a function of carrier density n at a constant
electric őeld E = 0.04 V/nm for temperature T = 170 mK and magnetic őeld B⊥ = 14 T.
The integers on the Hall plateaus indicate the őlling factor of corresponding quantum Hall
states.

intra-zero-energy Landau level (intra-zLL) crossings observed in BLG at low electric őelds

do not provide sufficient information to effectively constrain all the parameters in theoretical

models of the zLL, especially parameters related to electron-electron interactions. Different

theoretical models can therefore predict different orderings of the quantum numbers at the

same őlling factor and electric őeld.15,38 To constrain the theoretical modelling more effec-

tively requires additional information, such as the valley and orbital character of the zLL

obtained from layer-resolving capacitance measurements,17 or the orbital splitting energy

determined from transport measurements.39 Another approach to constrain the models is to

examine the behaviour of the zLL at high electric őelds, a regime which has remained largely

unexplored.

In this work, we report magneto-transport measurements of the zero-energy Landau level

of bilayer graphene over a very large range of transverse electric őelds. The data show a

series of new intra-zLL crossings at őlling factors ν = -2, 1 and 3 at high electric őelds.

Unlike the intra-zLL crossings at low electric őeld observed previously,15–17,22,23,38,39 the new

crossings enable us to constrain the electron-electron interactions in a theoretical model
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Figure 2: Intra zero-energy Landau level (intra-zLL) crossings of bilayer graphene within
a wide range of electric őelds. Colour maps of σxx as a function of n and E are shown for
different magnetic őeld conőgurations: (a) B⊥= 10 T with B∥= 0, and (b) B⊥= 14 T with
B∥= 0, both measured at T = 400 mK, and (c) B⊥= 10 T with B∥= 10 T, measured at
T = 4.2 K. The white-red region and blue region indicate the maxima and minima of σxx,
which represent the zLL and quantum Hall (QH) states, respectively, as described in Figure
1(c). The őlling factors of each quantum Hall state are indicated. The triangles mark the
sharp intra-zLL crossings at ν = -2, and red ovals the merging of two energy levels at ν = 1
and 3 at high E. The cyan rectangle emphasizes the region of low-E crossings, accessed in
earlier experiments.

without relying on any other measurement techniques. We develop a minimal theoretical

model that explains the energy structure and evolution of the zLL with density, magnetic and

electric őelds; this model is consistent with previous multi-parameter theoretical models,17

but uses only a single őtting parameter obtained from the data. The data and model reveal

that the orbital, valley, and spin character of the quantum Hall states of the zLL at high

electric őelds is very different from that at low electric őelds, and at high electric őelds

we discover an electrically tunable quantum Hall state with simultaneous orbital and valley

polarization at ν = −2.

Figure 1(a) is an optical image of our device, with a schematic cross-section shown in

Figure 1(b). The dual-gate structure allows independent control of the carrier density n and

transverse electric őeld E. Details of the device fabrication are provided in the Supporting

Information. Figure 1(c) demonstrates the high quality of the sample, showing the longitu-
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dinal conductivity σxx and the Hall conductivity σxy as a function of n at E = 0.04 V/nm

for a temperature T = 170 mK and a perpendicular magnetic őeld B⊥ = 14 T. The eightfold

degeneracy of the zLL is fully lifted, resulting in 8 different energy levels (8 maxima in σxx)

and well-resolved broken-symmetry QH states at intermediate őlling factors ν = 0, ±1, ±2,

and ±3, identiőed by plateaus in σxy.

In Figure 2(a) we show a σxx colour map of the zLL as a function of carrier density n and

transverse electric őeld E extended up to E = ±0.77 V/nm for T = 400 mK and B⊥ = 10 T.

In the low E regime (|E| < 0.2 V/nm, highlighted by the rectangle in cyan) we observe the

intra-zLL crossings reported previously.15–17,22,23,38,39 Interestingly, at higher values of E new

intra-zLL crossings are observed. In contrast to the crossings at low E, the new crossings

exhibit strong electron-hole asymmetry: on the hole side, the crossings are sharp at ν = -2

(marked by black triangles in Figure 2), but on the electron side the energy levels gradually

cross at ν = 1 and 3 (marked by red ovals in Figure 2), and do not cross at ν = 2.

Using an in-situ sample rotator we measure the new crossings at different magnetic őelds

and őeld orientations as shown in Figures 2(b,c), and őnd the new crossings at electron and

hole sides exhibit different behaviour. Figure 2(b) shows a σxx colour map at B⊥ = 14 T

and T = 400 mK, where one observes that the high E crossings at ν = -2 move to lower

|E|, while those at ν = 1 and 3 move to higher |E|. Figure 2(c) shows a σxx colour map

at T = 4.2 K with B⊥ = 10 T and an in-plane magnetic őeld B∥= 10 T, where the high E

crossings at ν = -2 now move to even higher |E| (although the exact location of the crossings

of the energy levels at ν = 1 and 3 is less clear due to Landau level broadening caused by

the higher measurement temperature than in Figures 2(a,b).

To determine the orbital, valley and spin character of the zLL, we őrst focus on under-

standing the order of symmetry breaking in the zLL by tracking the evolution of the Landau

levels at low E with increasing magnetic őeld. Figures 3(a-d) are high-resolution colour maps

of σxx in the low E regime of the zLL for B⊥ from 2.5 to 14 T. They show gradual lifting

of the eightfold degeneracy of the zLL as B⊥ is increased. A schematic depiction of the
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(h)(g)(e) Valley splitting (f)
Spin splitting Orbital splitting

(c) B┴ = 10 T (d)  B┴ = 14 T(b) B┴ = 5 T(a) B┴ = 2.5 T

Figure 3: Evolution of broken-symmetry quantum Hall (QH) states in different magnetic
őelds. (a-d) Colour maps of longitudinal conductivity σxx as a function of carrier density
n and transverse electric őeld E at T = 170 mK and B⊥ = 2.5 (a), 5 (b), 10 (c) and 14
T (d). In the top x-axes, the carrier density has been converted to őlling factor. (e-h)
Schematics of the Landau level energies as a function of electric őeld for the zLL, which
correspond to panels (a-d), respectively, illustrating the sequence of valley, spin, and orbital
symmetry breaking with increase in B⊥. The orange solid lines and white space correspond
to the white/red regions and the blue region in panels (a-d), respectively. The green arrows
highlight the zLL splittings at B⊥ = 2.5, 5, and 10 T. (i-l) Colour plot of σxx vs n and E at
T = 4.2 K, with B⊥ = 5 T and B∥ as labelled.
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sequence of degeneracy lifting and evolution of the zLL energies as a function of E is shown

schematically in Figs. 3(e-h). Starting at B⊥ = 2.5 T the zLL is nearly eightfold degenerate

near E = 0 (Fig. 3(a)). As E increases the Landau levels split, which we associate with

a lifting of the valley degeneracy (since E breaks the layer symmetry in bilayer graphene,

which is equivalent to the valley symmetry in the zLL quantum Hall regime1).

Increasing the őeld to B⊥ = 5 T (Fig. 3(b)), the ν = 0 state starts to emerge at E = 0

in addition to the well-resolved ν = 0 state at |E| > 0.05 V/nm which we again associate

with breaking of the valley symmetry. The emerging zLL splitting at ν = 0 and E = 0 must

therefore be associated with the breaking of either spin or orbital symmetry. To distinguish

between these two possibilities we now add an in-plane component B∥ to the perpendicular

magnetic őeld, by tilting the sample with an in-situ rotator.40 Figures 3(i-l) show colour

maps of σxx in the zLL at T = 4.2 K and B⊥ = 5 T with B∥ = 0, 6, 10 and 14 T. As

B∥ increases from 0 T to 14 T there is an increase in σxx in the region near E = 0 and

n = 0, indicated by the σxx colour map changing from white to red color. This increase

suggests the Landau level splitting at ν = 0 is getting smaller as the in-plane magnetic

őeld increases. Since the orbital symmetry must be insensitive to B∥, the zLL splitting at

ν = 0 and E = 0 is therefore assigned to the breaking of spin symmetry as shown in Figure

3(f). We note that the increase of σxx at E = 0 and n = 0 with increasing B∥ is consistent

with a phase transition from a canted antiferromagnetic state to a ferromagnetic state,20,41,42

which suggests this spin symmetry breaking at E = 0 and n = 0 is enhanced by Coulomb

interactions.

Finally we attribute the zLL splitting at E = 0 and ν = ±2 observed at B⊥ = 10 T to

the breaking of the remaining orbital symmetry as shown in Figure 3(g). Figure 3(h) shows

further increase of B⊥ to 14 T only enlarges the zLL splitting but no additional crossings

are observed.

We now proceed to develop a quantitative understanding of zero Landau level eigenen-

ergies, and their evolution with electric and magnetic őelds, to determine their orbital, spin
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Figure 4: Theoretical models for the zero-energy Landau levels (zLL) of bilayer graphene at
B⊥ = 10 T, which corresponds to the experimental data in Figure 2(a). Panels (a-c) show
the calculation results using a single-particle model with electron-hole asymmetry terms γ4
and ∆′, and panels (d-f) the same model after including an exchange enhanced g′ = 10
Landé factor and a Lamb shift term ∆L(B⊥). The legend on the left indicates the colour
and line schemes used to represent different quantum states of the zLL in panels (a,b,d,e).
(a,d) show the zLL energies as a function of energy and applied electric őeld. The inset in (a)
shows a zoom-in view of the area highlighted by the dashed rectangle for better visualization
of the Landau level crossings. (b,e) show the zLL energies as a function of carrier density
and electric őeld, which are used to identify the őlling sequence of the zLL at different
electric őelds. The color-shaded regions at ν = ±2 show different polarized QH states. The
yellow regions indicate the orbital and spin polarized states (OS), the cyan regions indicate
the spin and valley polarized states (SV) and the green regions indicate the orbital and
valley polarized states (OV). (c,f) show colour maps of the density of states of the zLL as a
function of carrier density and electric őeld, calculated with a 0.5 meV energy broadening of
the Landau levels.
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and valley assignments. To do this we construct a theoretical model that reproduces the

sequence of degeneracy liftings and level crossings observed in the experiments. We begin by

showing that a single-particle model, using the well-known terms for bilayer graphene, cannot

reproduce the level crossings observed experimentally ś it is crucial to include the effect of

interparticle interactions. However including these many body interactions is non-trivial; for

example a model developed in Ref. 17 to describe the evolution of the zLL octet at low elec-

tric őelds already uses 5 adjustable parameters. Therefore we build upon the parameter-free

single particle model and construct a minimal theoretical model that captures the essential

physics, while requiring only a single őtting parameter.

To illustrate the development of the model, we start by examining the evolution of the

zLL octet at B⊥ = 10 T, as depicted in Figure 2(a). Previously it was shown that the inter -

Landau level crossings in BLG at high electric őeld (different from the intra-level crossings

of the zLL octet studied here) could be described using a single-particle model.36 We adopt a

similar single-particle model as our starting point. To account for the pronounced electron-

hole asymmetry observed in intra-zLL crossings at high electric őelds, we add electron-hole

asymmetry terms γ4 and ∆′ into the model. Here, γ4 is second nearest neighbor interlayer

hopping, while ∆′ is on-site energy (see Supporting Information for full details). The resulting

eigenenergies of the zLL within this model are:











E0 =
1

2
ξu± 1

2
gµBB,

E1 =
1

2
ξu+ η

(

2γ4γ1
γ0

+∆′ − ξu
)

± 1

2
gµBB,

(1)

where γ0 and γ1 are the intralayer and interlayer nearest-neighbor hopping, ξ = ±1 accounts

for the K and K′ valleys, η = h̄ωc/γ1 and ωc is the cyclotron frequency, and g = 2 is the

normal Zeeman g-factor.2 The interlayer bias potential u is related to the electric őeld as

u = CE, with the effective capacitance C = 0.1 eVnm/V.36,43

However, the results from Eq. (1), shown in Figures 4(a-c), indicate this single-particle

approach is inadequate. First, although this single-particle model predicts the correct 16
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crossings at |E| < 0.2 V/nm, it incorrectly predicts the Landau level crossings at high E.

The experimental data in Figure 2(a) shows high E crossings at ν = −2 on the hole side

(highlighted by the black triangle), but on the electron side the crossings are at ν = 1

and at ν = 3 (highlighted by the red ovals). In contrast Eq. (1) predicts no intra-zLL

crossings for high E on the hole side (Fig. 4(c)), while on the electron side, there are not

only crossings at ν = 1 and 3, but also predicted crossings at ν = 2 that are not observed

experimentally (Fig. 2(a)). Second, the predicted order of symmetry breaking disagrees with

the one deduced from the experimental data in Figure 3. In the experiment, the ν = 0 state

at E = 0 is due to spin splitting and the ν = ±2 states at E = 0 are due to orbital splitting.

Instead, as shown in in Figure 4(b), this single-particle model predicts the ν = 0 state at

E = 0 is due to orbital splitting and the ν = ±2 states at E = 0 are due to spin splitting.

Table 1: Parameters used in the model Eqs. (1) and (2).

γ0 (eV) γ1(eV) γ4(eV) ∆′(eV) g′ u (eV) η ∆L (meV)

3.0 0.400 0.150 0.020 10 0.1 E 0.0078B⊥
−1.73

√
B⊥

1+4.96
√
B⊥

To address the failings of the single particle model, we now examine how to incorpo-

rate many-body interactions. Numerous theoretical studies have explored the inŕuence of

electron-electron interactions on the zLL.4,5,17–19,31 In particular Ref. 17 provides detailed

calculations for Coulomb interactions in the zLL, and has successfully been used to describe

the intra-zLL crossings observed at low electric őelds. However this model has only been

applied to low electric őelds and involved Hartree-Fock calculations with 5 őtting parame-

ters, making it hard to extend to the large electric őeld regime explored here. Instead we

introduce a minimal theoretical model that still captures the key physics, is consistent with

Ref. 17, but only needs a single adjustable parameter.

We introduce two phenomenological terms to account for many body effects into Eq. (1).

First we introduce an effective g-factor, g′, as the sole őtting parameter to account for the

Coulomb interaction enhanced spin splitting. Second, to address orbital splitting induced by
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Coulomb interactions31 we add a magnetic őeld dependent Lamb shift which we take directly

from Ref. 17 as ∆L(B⊥) = −1.73
√
B⊥/(1 + 4.96/

√
B⊥). Including these modiőcations, we

obtain the effective energies of the zLL as:











E0 =
1

2
ξu± 1

2
gµBB ± 1

2
g′µBB⊥,

E1 =
1

2
ξu+ η

(

2γ4γ1
γ0

+∆′ − ξu
)

± 1

2
gµBB ± 1

2
g′µBB⊥ +∆L(B⊥).

(2)

By őtting the newly discovered intra-zLL crossings at high electric őelds, the őtting

parameter g′ associated with electron-electron interactions in the minimal model can be

effectively constrained. Setting the őtting parameter g′ to 10, the modelling produce results

shown in Figures 4(d-f) that capture the primary features observed in the experimental data.

These include the intra-zLL crossings at both low and high electric őelds, the sequence of

symmetry breaking with increasing electric őelds and magnetic őelds, as well as the orbital

and valley character of the states at low electric őeld consistent with Ref 17. Moreover,

the magnetic őeld dependence of the high E crossings observed at ν = -2, 1, and 3 in

Figure 2 can also be reproduced, as demonstrated in Figure S5. While the model does not

exactly reproduce the precise values of E where crossings happen at ν = 1, and 3, the overall

agreement of the model with the experimental data conőrms the substantial role played by

electron-electron interactions within the zLL and the effectiveness of the simpliőed Coulomb

interaction terms. These results underline the importance of the newly discovered intra-zLL

crossings at high electric őelds as an alternative approach to constrain theoretical models for

the zLL in BLG.

After constraining the theoretical modelling using the newly discovered intra-zLL cross-

ings, we can determine the character of the orbital, valley and spin quantum numbers for

the QH states in the zLL. This determination is based on the LL diagram shown in Figures

4(d,e), which show that the orbital, valley and spin character of the QH states at high E

differs from that at low E. The different nature of the QH states observed at high E can

open up new possibilities for studying quantum phases that are different than those acces-
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sible at low E.22,23,25–28 In the following paragraphs we discuss two examples of new physics

accessible at high electric őelds.

A őrst example is the observation of new QH states at őlling factor ν = −2 when a large

E is applied to tune the system above the new crossings. There are two types of ν = ±2

states at high magnetic őelds observed in previous works.11,15,22 One type (OS) is near zero

electric őeld, as highlighted by yellow shading in Figure 4(e), which is simultaneously orbital

and spin polarized. The occupied zLLs in this case share the same orbital and spin quantum

numbers |1, ↓⟩ at ν = −2 and |0, ↑⟩ at ν = 2. The other type of state (SV) is found at őnite

electric őelds, as highlighted by the cyan shading Figure 4(e), which are simultaneously spin

and valley polarized. The occupied zLLs share quantum numbers |−, ↑⟩ at ν = −2 and

|+, ↓⟩ at ν = 2. Distinct from the latter two types of states, the ν = −2 states at E above

the new crossings share the same orbital and valley quantum numbers |1,−⟩, which are

simultaneously orbital and valley polarized and represent the third (OV) type of ν = −2

QH states. We thus reveal the transition between SV and OV polarised states at ν = −2

by tuning the transverse electric őeld, which provides a novel route to probe the spin-orbit

coupling in graphene, and potentially to manipulate spins just with gate biases by rapidly

driving transitions between SV and OV polarised states.

A second example is the observation of a strong asymmetry in the evolution of the

electron and hole Landau levels at high E, which can be seen in the experimental data of

Figure 2. Unusually the width of the blue ν = 1 σxx minima at large E decreases linearly

with increasing displacement őeld |E|, while the width of the σxx minima at ν = 0 increases

linearly, such that the σxx maximum separating ν = 0 and ν = 1 has a diagonal evolution

across the E − n plane. A similar diagonal behaviour can also been observed at ν = 2 and

ν = 3 in the large E regime. This unexpected evolution of the σxx minima, which can only

be detected because of the large range of E available experimentally, does not occur for

negative őlling factors such as ν = −1 and ν = −3, whose widths are unaffected by E. This

behavior is at odds with the modelling results in Figure 4f, and cannot be explained by őnite
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Landau level broadening or known quantum capacitance effects (Supporting Information

section II.VII). So far this observation remains unexplained: we note that in these two cases

the Landau level gap is small and closes very gradually with increasing |E| at ν = 1 and

ν = 3 (see Figure 4d). Furthermore it is interesting to note that the diagonal evolution

only occurs when two Landau levels with the same spin and valley, but different orbital,

quantum numbers are involved: The ν = 0 → 1 transition is between |1,+, ↓⟩ and |0,+, ↓⟩

states, while the ν = 2 → 3 transition is between |1,+, ↑⟩ and |0,+, ↑⟩. This suggests that

exchange effects between two levels with different orbital characters may play a role, and

merits further study.

In summary, our transport measurements probed the zero-energy Landau levels of bilayer

graphene over a signiőcantly wider range of electric őelds than to date. The data revealed

new intra-zLL crossings at high E at őlling factor -2, 1 and 3, that moreover exhibit strong

electron-hole asymmetry. The observation of these novel intra-zLL crossings enabled the

construction of a minimal theoretical model with only a single őtting parameter, and al-

lowed us to obtain the character of orbital, valley and spin quantum numbers for the zLL.

This in turn led to the identiőcation of the previously unseen both spin- and valley-polarised

quantum Hall states with őlling factor -2 at high electric őelds, and map out their transition

to otherwise polarised states with same őlling factor when lowering the őeld. The detailed

Landau level spectrum of bilayer graphene presented here is not only of fundamental impor-

tance, but also provides a route towards electrically tunable strongly-correlated phases and

precisely controlled transitions between diverse polarised states.
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Section I: Experimental methods

I.I. Device fabrication

The bilayer graphene (BLG) van der Waals (vdW) heterostructure was fabricated by the

dry transfer method.1,2 Flakes of BLG, hexagon boron nitride (hBN) and graphite were

exfoliated onto the Si/SiO2 substrates using the mechanical exfoliation method. To reduce

the polymer residues, cleanroom blue tapes were used to exfoliate the 2D material flakes.

The blue tapes with the 2D material flakes were pressed on clean Si/SiO2 substrates, which

were then heated on a hotplate at 110oC for 2 minutes before peeling off the blue tapes in

order to increase the size of BLG flakes.3 The Si/SiO2 substrates used for exfoliating BLG

and graphite were also treated by oxygen plasma for 5 minutes to obtain large size flakes.

Optical microscope and atomic force microscope were used to find area free from polymer

residues and defects in the flakes.

A polycarbonate (PC) film/polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp mounted on a glass

slide was used to pick up top hBN, BLG, bottom hBN and graphite flake in sequence at

temperature between 90 oC to 100 oC. The final vdW heterostructure with PC film was

released on to a clean Si/SiO2 substrate at 180 oC, which was followed by a rinse in chloroform

for 10 mins to remove the PC film.

E-beam lithography and reactive ion etching (40 sccm CHF3 and 4 sccm O2) were used to

shape the BLG vdW heterostructure into a Hall bar device structure. Cr/Au were deposited

on exposed edges of BLG and bottom graphite gate electrode using thermal evaporation to

make electrical contacts. A 15 nm Al2O3 was deposited by atomic layer deposition and then

a top Ti/Au gate electrode was defined by e-beam lithography and thermal evaporation.

I.II. Electrical transport measurements

Electrical transport measurements were performed using lock-in techniques with excitation

frequency 77 Hz and 10 to 100 nA current in a dilution fridge with an in-situ 2 axis piezo-
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Figure S 1: (a) Alignment of magnetic field B relative to layers. (b) Schematics of the
electrical transport measurement setup.

electric rotator, and a 15 T superconducting magnet. The temperature was set between 170

mK and 4.2 K, which correspond to the cold finger temperatures and were measured using a

RuOx thermometer. Unless specified, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the basal plane

of BLG. When there is a parallel field component, the sample is tilted relative to the total

magnetic field direction in an angle θ as shown in Fig. S1a. The magnetic field and the

tilted angle θ for the tilted field measurements are shown in the Table S1.

Table 1: Magnetic fields and tilt angles in the tilted field measurements.

B⊥ (T) B∥ (T) Btot (T) θ (o)

5 0 5.00 0.00
5 6 7.81 50.19
5 10 11.18 63.43
5 14 14.87 70.35
10 10 14.14 45.00

Figure S1b shows a schematic of the measurement circuit for the BLG sample. Longi-

tudinal resistivity ρxx and Hall resistivity ρxy were recorded while varying magnetic fields,

top and bottom gate voltages. A voltage was applied to the doped Si substrate to minimize

the contact resistance between metal electrodes and BLG sample. Longitudinal conductivity

σxx = ρxx/(ρ
2
xx + ρ2xy) and Hall conductivity σxy = ρxy/(ρ

2
xx + ρ2xy) are retrieved from the

resistivity data.

Figure S2 shows the longitudinal resistivity ρxx as a function of top and bottom gate

voltages at B = 0 T and T = 4.2 K, where we find the charge neutrality point to be located

at Vtg,0 = −0.85 V and Vbg,0 = 0.11 V. The bottom graphite gate and top metal gate are
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used to independently tune n and transverse electric field E across the sample,

n = Cbg(Vbg − Vbg,0)/e+ Ctg(Vtg − Vtg,0)/e, (1)

E =
1

2ϵ0
[Cbg(Vbg − Vbg,0)− Ctg(Vtg − Vtg,0)] (2)

The capacitance per unit area of bottom and top gates calculated from LL spectrum are

74.9 nF/cm2 and 150.5 nF/cm2, respectively.
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Figure S 2: Longitudinal resistivity ρxx as a function of top and bottom gate voltages at
T = 4.2 K and zero magnetic field.

Section II: Theoretical Modelling of the zero-energy Lan-

dau level

II.I. Single-particle Hamiltonian

Bilayer graphene (BLG) has four atoms in the unit cells, two in each layer, which can be

denoted here by (A1,B1) and (A2,B2) respectively in AB-stacked configuration.4–6 A and

B represents the two sublattices of the honeycomb crystal structure, whereas numbers 1

and 2 represent the two layers. In the tight-binding approach, we define different hopping

parameters between different atomic sites: γ0 is the hopping between adjacent atomic sites
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in each layer i.e. A1 and B1 or A2 and B2; γ1 is the inter-layer hopping between dimer sites

A2 and B1; γ3 is the inter-layer hopping between non-dimer sites A1 and B2; and γ4 is the

inter-layer hopping between a dimer and a non-dimer site, A1 and A2 or B1 and B2.

In the vicinity of K points of the Brillouin zone, one can write the 4 × 4 Hamiltonian for

BLG in the basis (A1,B1,A2,B2),4

H =



















ϵA1 vπ† −v4π
† v3π

vπ ϵB1 γ1 −v4π
†

−v4π γ1 ϵA2 vπ†

v3π
† −v4π vπ ϵB2



















, (3)

where, π† = px − ipy , π = px + ipy, individual velocities can be related to the hopping

energies as v =
√
3aγ0/2ℏ , v3 =

√
3aγ3/2ℏ , v4 =

√
3aγ4/2ℏ , and a = 0.246nm is the lattice

constant. The Hamiltonian for electrons around the K’ points are obtained by replacing

π† ↔ π, A1↔B2, B1↔A2, and by changing the sign of the inter-layer bias potential, if any.

In the presence of inter-layer bias, we define ϵA1 = −u/2, ϵB1 = −u/2+∆′, ϵA2 = u/2+∆′,

and ϵB2 = u/2, where, u is the inter-layer potential difference and ∆′ is the energy difference

between the dimer and non-dimer sites. In the presence of magnetic field of the order of

a few Tesla, the effect of γ3 on Landau levels is not noticeable for γ3/γ0 ≤ 0.2,7 which is

generally the case (see e.g. Table 1 of Ref. 4). Hence, we neglect the effect of γ3, and the

resulting 4 × 4 Hamiltonian reads

H =



















−u/2 0 −v4π
† vπ†

0 u/2 vπ −v4π

−v4π vπ† u/2 + ∆′ γ1

vπ −v4π
† γ1 −u/2 + ∆′



















, (4)

where the basis has been rearranged as (A1,B2,A2,B1), for convenience.
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II.II. Low-energy 2×2 Hamiltonian

The 4 × 4 Hamiltonian can be broken into separate 2× 2 blocks, in order to obtain a Hamil-

tonian that captures only the low-energy bands of BLG. After some cumbersome algebra,

considering only terms up to second order in momentum, we obtain

H =













−u/2 + [uv2/γ2
1 + 2v4v/γ1 + v2∆′/γ2

1 ]π
†π −(v2/γ1)(π

†)2

−(v2/γ1)(π)
2 u/2 + [−uv2/γ2

1 + 2v4v/γ1 + v2∆′/γ2
1 ]ππ

†













(5)

where,

h0 =
−v2

γ1







0 (π†)2

(π)2 0






, hu =

−u

2













1 0

0 −1






− 2v2

γ2

1







π†π 0

0 −ππ†













h4 =
2v4v

γ1







π†π 0

0 ππ†






, h∆′ =

v2∆′

γ2
1







π†π 0

0 ππ†







(6)

In this Hamiltonian, the only term which changes sign from K to K’ valley or from one layer

to the other is hu. In order to take this sign change into account, we introduce the parameter

ξ, which can be 1 or -1 depending on the valley, so that

hu =
ξu

2













1 0

0 −1






− 2v2

γ2

1







π†π 0

0 −ππ†












(7)

In the presence of magnetic field, a vector potential is introduced to the Hamiltonian,
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which changes the p → (p − eA). Using Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0), py changes to

py − eBx. As a result, π† and π act as raising and lowering operators, respectively, such

that:4

π† ϕl = i
√

2ℏeB(l + 1) ϕl+1 , π ϕl = −i
√

2ℏeB(l) ϕl−1 (8)

We define the basis as |0⟩ = (ϕ0, 0), |1⟩ = (ϕ1, 0); |2l − 2⟩ = (0, ϕl−2), |2l − 1⟩ = (ϕl, 0);

∀ l ≥ 2, similar to Ref. 8.

As we are only interested in the LL octet, we just need the eigenvalues for l = 0, 1. For

l = 0, only the first term of hu is non-zero, which yields E0 = ξu/2. For l = 1, all terms

in Eq. (6), except for h0, contribute to give E1 = ξu/2 + (−ξu + 2γ4γ1/γ0 + ∆′)η, where

η = ℏωc/γ1 and ωc is the cyclotron frequency.

II.III. Lamb-shift-like correction

The orbital degeneracy of the zero-energy LL is expected to be lifted by Coulomb quantum

fluctuations of the Dirac sea (valence band) due to the different spatial distributions of

l = 0 and l = 1 orbitals.9 This effect bears resemblance with the Lamb-shift10 that lifts the

degeneracy of two states in the Hydrogen atom.

In our model, we define a Lamb-shift-like term of the form fEC , where f is a pre-factor

that controls the strength of the Coulomb interaction, EC = e2

4πϵ
||
BN

√

eB
ℏ

is the Coulomb

screening due to the hBN layer, for which the dielectric constant is taken as ϵ
||
BN = 6.6ϵ0.

6 We

point out that the magnetic length used in this calculation depends only on the magnetic field

component perpendicular to the BLG layers. The pre-factor f is then taken to be − 0.2
1+2.73ascr

,

where ascr ≈ 0.67EC

ℏωc
, as considered in previous calculations.6 The Coulomb exchange per

electron while completely filling l = 1 orbital is greater than that for l = 0 orbital under

particle-hole symmetry approximation,9 hence, the Lamb-shift correction can be added to

7



just one of these orbitals with appropriate signs. We thus obtain

E0 =
1

2
ξu± 1

2
gµB

√

B2
⊥ +B2

||,

E1 =
1

2
ξu− ξηu± 1

2
gµB

√

B2
⊥ +B2

|| + (2γ4γ1/γ0 +∆′)η − 1.73
√
B⊥

1 + 4.96
√
B⊥

,

(9)

where we now also account for the possibility of having a tilted magnetic field, with out-

of-plane and in-plane components defined as B⊥ and B||, respectively. Notice we have also

added Zeeman spin splitting terms to the eigenenergies, where g ≈ 2 is the Landé g-factor

and µB is the Bohr magneton.

II.IV. Exchange-enhanced spin splitting

There is evidence of strong electron correlations leading to the breaking of spin symmetry

near the charge neutrality point in BLG, which increases monotonically with perpendicular

magnetic field.11 12 To account for this, we modify the Zeeman spin splitting term assuming

an effective Landé factor g′. Notice this term depends only on the magnetic field compo-

nent perpendicular to the BLG. In fact, similar kind of term has been previously added

heuristically to understand the BLG system.5

Hence, the final expression for the lowest LL energy spectrum, given as Eq. (2) of the

main text, reads

E0 =
1

2
ξu± 1

2
gµB

√

B2
⊥ +B2

|| ±
1

2
g′µBB⊥,

E1 =
1

2
ξu− ξηu± 1

2
gµB

√

B2
⊥ +B2

|| + (2γ4γ1/γ0 +∆′)η − 1.73
√
B⊥

1 + 4.96
√
B⊥

± 1

2
g′µBB⊥.

(10)

II.V. Model Parameters

From Raman and infrared spectroscopy, different hopping energies for bilayer graphene have

been obtained in previous works: for instance, from Ref. 13, the effective mass around the

K and K’ points in BLG is observed to be in the range of 0.03− 0.07me. γ0 and the effective
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mass m are related by γ0 =
√

2γ1
3m

ℏ

a
. We thus assume mass m = 0.037me, which yields γ0 = 3

eV,4 as stated in the main manuscript.

The factor C converting potential energy to electric fields u = CE has been observed to be

between 100-200 meVnm/V.8,14 We have assumed it to be 100 meVnm/V in our calculations,

as given in Table I of the main manuscript.

To properly account for the zLL crossings observed experimentally at high |E|, we in-

cluded the exchange enhanced Landé factor g′ and the Lamb-shift-like term as we shown

in the eq. (2) of the main text. We played with these two parameters in order to fine

tune the theoretically obtained crossings, towards better comparison with the experimental

observations.

When taking the exchange enhanced Landé factor g′ added to the l = 0, 1 LLs as 10, and

the Lamb-shift like term to be ∆L = −1.73
√
B⊥/(1+4.96/

√
B⊥) in accordance with previous

calculations,6 we obtained a LL spectrum that qualitatively matches the experimentally

observed LL crossings as shown in Fig. 4 of the main text. Namely, it produces a strongly

electron-hole asymmetric LL spectrum, which exhibits four high-|E| crossings (one for each

sign of electric field, at filling factors ν = 1 and 3) at the positive charge density, and only two

high-|E| crossings (one for each sign of electric field at filling factor ν = -2) in the negative

charge density part of the Figure.

Figure S3 shows examples how the g′ and the Lamb-shift-like term affect the intra-zLL

crossings. Figs. S3(a) and S3(b) shows the color maps of density of states as a function

of carrier density n and transverse electric field E for two different g′ at B⊥ = 10T. If we

decrease g′ from 10 to 8, the ν = −2 high |E| crossing decreases in |E|, as depicted in Fig

S3(a), bringing the ν = −2 and ν = 1,3 high |E| crossings closer. In the case of larger g′

in Fig. S3(b), the |E| values for zLL crossings for ν = −1, 0, 1 at lower electric field are

enhanced, whereas it is unchanged for ν = −2 and 2 at lower |E|, which is more aligned with

the low |E| crossings observed experimentally. So, one can seek for the optimum exchange

enhanced value to get closer to both the lower and higher |E| crossings values compared to

9



the experiments.

The Lamb-shift like term, though derived from previous calculations,6 can also affect

the values of crossings: lower ∆L reduces the |E| values for the ν = −2 high |E| crossings

as shown in Figs. S3(c), while increasing the values for ν = 1 and 3, which makes them

closer to the experimentally observed ν = 1 and 3 higher |E| crossings as shown in S3(d) .

In addition, as we increase ∆L, the ν = −2 and 2 low |E| crossings are suppressed and all

the low |E| crossings get closer to the experimental values, but the high |E| crossings are

affected negatively.

This allows us to conclude that the additional terms due to Coulomb interactions in our

model for the zLL qualitatively predicts very well the experimental picture, which indicates

that the effective Landé factor is exchange enhanced and that the Lamb-shift-like term is

significant in BLG. However, an exact prediction of the actual values for g′ and ∆L, towards

quantitative agreement with the experimental observations, is quite challenging and calls for

more sophisticated models.

II.VI. Model plots

In the Figure 4 of main text, we have introduced model plots of the zLL as a function of

energy and transverse electric field E and the zLL as a function of carrier density n and

transverse electric field E, and color maps for the density of states (DOS) as a function

of carrier density n and transverse electric field E. The plots of the zLL as a function of

energy and E in Fig. 4(a,d) are directly from the zLL energy equations (1) and (2) in our

calculations. For the plots of the zLL as a function of n and E in Fig. 4(b,e), we assume

that each Landau level occupies maximum carrier density of NB/ϕ0, where ϕ0 = h/e is the

magnetic flux quanta, and N is the degeneracy factor.4

To obtain the color maps in Fig. 4(c,f), we use a model from Ref. 15 by introducing the

broadening of the zLL due to disorder. For this, we used a Lorentzian function to account

for the broadening of zLL,16 so the density of states is DOS(E) = e
h
B
∑8

n=1
1
π

γ
(E−En)2+γ2 .

10



(a) g′ = 8 (b) g′ = 12

(c) ∆L = −0.865
√
B⊥/(1 + 4.96/

√
B⊥) (d) ∆L = −2.595

√
B⊥/(1 + 4.96/

√
B⊥)

Figure S 3: Colour maps of density of states of the zLL as a function of carrier density and
applied electric field field for different Coulomb interactions based model parameters. The
model plots for B⊥ = 10T, B|| = 0T include exchange enhanced g′ = 10 Landé factor and
a Lamb shift term ∆L(B⊥) as described in the main text unless specified.The broadening
width γ used for these plots is 0.5 meV similar to Figure 4(c) and (f) of the main text.
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Here, we only calculate the density of states in the 8-fold degenerate zLL region and the

broadening width γ of 0.5 meV is found to be appropriate for these plots. To highlight

the effect of different disorder strengths, we plot these color maps for different broadening

widths, which is discussed in the subsequent section. Next, we calculate the carrier density

[ n(EF ) =
∫ EF

0
DOS(E) dE ], by numerically integrating the previously obtained density of

states. Finally, we plot the colormap for the density of states as a function of applied electric

field and the carrier density obtained from the previous step. These plots are normalized for

the density of states, therefore, DOS are given in arbitrary units (a.u.). These plots capture

the main features of the experimentally observed conductivity maps: wherever the LL cross,

the density of states increases, which corresponds to regions of increased conductance in the

transport measurements.15

II.VII. Landau level broadening and quantum capacitance effect on

the width (in density) of quantum Hall states

In our experimental data, measured over large range of transverse electric fields (see Fig. 2),

the width (in density)of the quantum Hall states at ν = 0 and 2 increases as the transverse

electric field increases, but that of the states at ν = 1 and 3 decrease. Meanwhile, a prominent

slope in the σxx maxima between quantum Hall states at ν = 0 and 1, as well as between

the states at ν = 2 and 3, is observed. These features are not observed on the hole side.

As an attempt to explain this observation, we first considered Landau level broadening.

When the intra-zLLs cross, the density of states in the merged intra-zLL doubles. As a

result, the position of σxx maximum corresponding to the intra-zLL shifts to different car-

rier densities. When Landau level broadening is smaller than the intra-zLL gaps near the

crossings, as is the case for ν = -2, the transitions are sharp. However, when Landau level

broadening is comparable to the intra-zLL gaps over relatively large range of electric fields,

the transitions are expected to show a sloped lines as for the case of ν = 1 and 3.

We performed theoretical modelling with different Landau level broadening using pa-

12



rameter γ in our model. Figure S4 show the results with γ ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 meV

in steps of 0.15 meV. As Landau level broadening increase, there’s a slight change in the

slope of density of state (DOS) maxima and gaps as a function of transverse electric field

near the crossings. However, the DOS maxima corresponding to the σxx maxima between

the quantum Hall states at ν = 0 and 1, and between the states at ν = 2 and 3 remain

predominantly vertical. Meanwhile, the width of the quantum Hall states at ν = 0 and 2

remain unchanged as the transverse electric field increases.

We also considered the quantum capacitance effect, but were still unable to reproduce

the experimental observation. The total capacitance is given by the equation: 1/Ctotal =

1/CG+1/CQ, where CG represents the geometric capacitance and CQ represents the quantum

capacitance. CQ is usually much larger than CG, thus 1/Ctotal ≈ 1/CG. In the gap between

Landau levels, CQ can be comparable to CG, which decreases Ctotal.
17 Consequently, filling

a Landau level would require a larger gate voltage, potentially leading to an increase the

width (in density) of the quantum Hall states. The Landau level diagram in Figure 4e

illustrate that the zLL exhibits a large gap at ν = 0, which grows as the transverse electric

field increases. This gap at ν = 0 could increase the width of the corresponding quantum

Hall states in our measurements, and cause the sloped σxx maximum between quantum Hall

states at ν = 0 and 1. However, if the large gap at ν = 0 were the sole cause, then we

would expect the subsequent σxx maxima at higher carrier densities move diagonally in the

E − n plane as the σxx maximum between the states at ν = 0 and 1. In contrast to this

expectation, our experimental results in Figure 2 shows that the σxx maxima between the

states ν = 1 and 2, and between the states ν = 3 and 4 remain almost vertical. Therefore,

the quantum capacitance effect due to Landau level gaps at ν = 0 cannot fully account for

the observation we made in the experiment.
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(a) γ = 0.2 meV (b) γ = 0.35 meV (c) γ = 0.5 meV

(d) γ = 0.65 meV (e) γ = 0.8 meV

Figure S 4: Colour maps of density of states of the zLL as a function of carrier density and
applied electric field field for different disorder strengths or broadening width γ. The model
plots for B⊥ = 10T, B|| = 0T include exchange enhanced g′ = 10 Landé factor and a Lamb
shift term ∆L(B⊥) as described in the main text.

II.VIII. Modelling results with different magnetic field configurations

With the optimized model parameters above, we further generate color maps of density of

states as a function of carrier density n and transverse electric field E for different per-

pendicular magnetic fields B⊥ and in-plane magnetic fields B∥ as shown in Figure S5: (a)

B⊥ = 14T, B|| = 0T and (b) B⊥ = 10T, B|| = 10T. These results are used to compare

with the experimental data in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) of the main text, respectively. The model

captures the main features of the experimental spectra: increasing B⊥ reduces the value of

|E| where the ν = −2 crossing occur, while this value is increased as we increase B∥.
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(a) B⊥ = 14T,B|| = 0T (b) B⊥ = 10T,B|| = 10T

Figure S 5: Colour maps of density of states of the zLL as a function of carrier density
and applied electric field for other magnetic field configurations. The model plots include
exchange enhanced g′ = 10 Landé factor and a Lamb shift term ∆L(B⊥) as described in the
main text. The broadening width γ used for these plots is 0.5 meV similar to Figure 4(c)
and (f) of the main text.

II.IX. Modelling results for previous models

In this section we extend two models used in previous works,5,6 which successfully explain

the intra-zLL crossings at low electric fields, to high electric fields and compare them with

our experimental data and theoretical model.

Model 1

This model is from Ref. 5, where they introduce a purely phenomenological model to un-

derstand the zLL crossings at low E, especially the ν = 0 crossings. They refer to their

model as a skeleton for building an effective single particle like diagram to understand the
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zLL crossings. The zero LL energy equations based on their model are as follows -

El,v,s =
1

2
ξ∆v +

1

2
σ∆B +

1

2
(2N + ξ)∆l

(11)

where ∆v = 0.13E+0.6B and ξ denotes the corresponding sign of the valley, ∆s = 1.7B and

σ denotes the corresponding sign of the spin, and ∆l = 0.058(
√
E−9.43)B for E ≥ 96mV/nm

and N = 0, 1 orbitals. All the energies are in meV, electric field (E) in mV/nm and magnetic

field in T. So, using these equations, if we plot the zero LL energy spectrum for high E, we
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Figure S 6: zero LL energy spectrum based on model discussed using eq.11 The model plots
for B⊥ = 10T, B|| = 0T and E ≥ 96mV/nm. The color code is same as used in Fig. 4 of the
main text of our paper.

get that the electron and hole side are symmetric and the ν = −2 crossing can’t be observed

until 1000mV/nm for B⊥ = 10T as shown in Fig. S6 .
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Model 2

This model is from Ref. 6, which provides a detailed model including coulomb interactions

for the capacitance measurements done on zero-energy LL in bilayer graphene at low E.

Extending the model in Ref. 6, we find the relevant phase boundaries for high E crossings -

u∗(T−2>) =
2

1− α1

(

−ζ −∆Lamb −∆10 +
ECϵ

||
BN

4ϵ⊥BLG

d

lB
(4− (1 + α1)

2) + EZ

)

(12)

u∗(T+1>) =
2

1− α1

(

−ζ −∆Lamb +∆10 +
ECϵ

||
BN

4ϵ⊥BLG

d

lB
3(1− α2

1)

)

(13)

u∗(T+2>) =
2

1− α1

(

−ζ −∆Lamb +∆10 +
ECϵ

||
BN

4ϵ⊥BLG

d

lB
(4− (1 + α1)

2) + EZ

)

(14)

u∗(T+3>) =
2

1− α1

(

−ζ −∆Lamb +∆10 +
ECϵ

||
BN

4ϵ⊥BLG

d

lB
(1− α2

1)

)

(15)

In these expressions, u∗(Tν>) means the interlayer bias potential in meV where the phase

transition (T ) happens for filling factor ν at higher electric fields (> sign represents the

crossing at higher E). As specified earlier, the interlayer bias potential u is related to

electric field E by u = CE, where C = 121 meVnm/V for this model. The model parameters

used are all listed in Table 2.

In order to compare the similarities and differences between Model 2 and our modelling

results, we have plotted Model 2’s zLL as a function of carrier density and electric field for

different magnetic field configurations in Fig. S7 and compared with our model in Table 3 for

high E and Table 4 for low E. With regards to similarities, Model 2’s zLL crossing values,

as well as their evolution under different magnetic field configurations align well with our

experimental (Fig. 2) and modeling results for both low and high E on the hole side as well

as for low E on the electron side. And in the case of differences, Model 2 predicts zLL ν = 1

and 3 high E crossings at ≈ 4 times higher electric field values (Fig. S7) than our modeling
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Table 2: Model 2 parameters for zLL crossings

Model Parameters Description

α1 (1− .012B⊥), where B⊥ is in Tesla
d Spacing between BLG layers (0.334nm)
lB Magnetic length (26B−0.5

⊥ nm)
ϵ⊥BLG (2.76ϵ0) Electric permittivity of BLG

ϵ
||
BN (6.6ϵ0) Electric permittivity of BN
EZ Zeeman spin splitting energy (0.11Btotal in meV)
∆10 Single particle orbital splitting energy (0.313B⊥ in meV)
EC Bare screening potential energy (8.58B0.5

⊥ in meV)
ℏωc Cyclotron energy (2.58B⊥ in meV)
ascr Screening strength (0.5EC/ℏωc)

∆Lamb Lamb-shift Energy term (-0.2EC/(1 + 2.73ascr)in meV)
ζ Exchange Energy term(-0.315EC/(1 + 2.52ascr)in meV)

Table 3: Comparison of Model 2 zLL crossings at high E with our modelling results. Here,
Tν> means the phase transition (T ) happening at filling factor ν at higher electric fields (>
sign represents the crossing at higher E).

Name of Magnetic field zLL crossings value from zLL crossings value from
Transition (B⊥, B||) Model 2 (V/nm) Our model (V/nm)

T−2> (10,0) T 0.58 0.56
(14,0) T 0.534 0.54
(10,10) T 0.64 0.62

T+1> (10,0) T 1.31 0.326
(14,0) T 1.27 0.344
(10,10) T 1.31 0.326

T+3> (10,0) T 1.26 0.326
(14,0) T 1.21 0.344
(10,10) T 1.26 0.326

T+2> (10,0) T 1.44 1.21
(14,0) T 1.40 1.23
(10,10) T 1.50 1.27

results. In addition, these crossings decrease slightly with increasing B⊥, contrary to both

our experimental (Fig. 2) and modeling results. This shows that despite of the similarities of

both models at low E, these models behave differently at high E, which suggests that even

a detailed model like Model 2 utilizing multiple fitting parameters needs some modifications

to explain the zLL crossings at high electric fields.

Finally, we noted that both the models predict intra-zLL crossings at ν = 2 for electric
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Table 4: Comparison of Model 2 zLL crossings at low E with our modelling results. Here,
Tν</> means the phase transition (T ) happening at filling factor ν at lower electric fields
(< / > sign represents the crossing at lower/higher E).

Name of Magnetic field zLL crossings value from zLL crossings value from
Transition (B⊥, B||) Model 2 (V/nm) Our model (V/nm)

T−2< (10,0) T 0.005 0.028
(14,0) T 0.011 0.042
(10,10) T 0.005 0.028

T+1< (10,0) T 0.07 0.082
(14,0) T 0.099 0.12
(10,10) T 0.074 0.088

T−1 (10,0) T 0.067 0.069
(14,0) T 0.092 0.097
(10,10) T 0.07 0.074

T0< (10,0) T 0.06 0.047
(14,0) T 0.079 0.066
(10,10) T 0.064 0.052

T0> (10,0) T 0.076 0.103
(14,0) T 0.11 0.15
(10,10) T 0.08 0.108
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(c) B⊥ = 10T,B|| = 10T

Figure S 7: zLL energies plots as a function carrier density (n) vs Electric Field (E) based on
Model 2 calculations, extending for large electric field to highlight the newly observed phase
transitions. The model plots are for different magnetic field configurations as specified. The
color code is same as used in Fig. 4 of the main text of our paper.
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fields beyond the range of our measurements (Fig. S7). This would be an interesting obser-

vation for future works to further refine our understanding of BLG zLL under higher electric

fields.
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